
Record of Meeting 
Thomaston Dam OHV Area Site Walk  
4/3/2019, 10am, Thomaston Dam 
 
Present: 
Jim Blais, New England Trail Rider Association (NETRA) 
Matt House, Connecticut Off Road Enthusiasts Coalition (COREC) 
Steve Patchkofsky, USACE 
Rista Malanca, NRG Steering Committee, City of Torrington 
Mark Nielsen, NVCOG 
Aaron Budris, NVCOG 
Bill Paille, BSC Group 
 
The meeting took place as part of the larger Naugatuck River Greenway Thomaston to              
Torrington Routing Study. The meeting was set up to give project staff a more complete               
understanding of OHV use and the areas of riding at Thomaston Dam, and more specifically,               
hear from OHV users and USACE managers about OHV use patterns. The group met at the                
Thomaston Dam project office and reviewed maps first. 
 
Jim Blais gave a general overview of the trail network and how it is used. He explained that                  
there is a clockwise pattern of use with riders riding north to the west of Old Route 8 and south                    
to the east of Old Route 8. There are more technical areas to the west closer to the active rail                    
line, and flatter terrain with generally easier riding to the east of Old Route 8 closer to the river.                   
Old Route 8 is crossed at several locations to access areas on either side of the paved road. It                   
is also used to circumvent more technical areas, for emergency returns to the parking area, and                
for novice riders just learning basics. The abandoned rail bed is more of a through trail, and is                  
used for two-way traffic in some locations north of Castle Bridge.  
 
Aaron Budris asked about how trails are established and managed. Steve Patchkofsky            
responded that trails can only officially be added with permission from the Corps, and an               
environmental assessment needs to be conducted first. No new trails have been added             
recently, and he could not find any record of how or when specific trails were originally                
established. Some trail sections may have been added in the 1980s. The Corps does close               
trail sections when hazards or erosion become an issue and have begun closing trail sections               
adjacent to the river with cooperation from the OHV users. 
 
Rista Malanca explained that the purpose of this study is to look at all options and all factors                  
behind the feasibility of developing a greenway route. That must include thorough vetting of              
options on both sides of the river. If a report is published that put forward a trail on the east side                     
of the river without a thorough assessment of the west side, it would be rejected by future                 
funders, and the issue will just be revisited in the future. She explained that the project team                 
wants to include all concerns and viewpoints to be able to point to this study as evidence that                  



one option or another is the best, most feasible and responsible option. Simply saying that the                
trail can only go on the east side of the river is not a valid argument. Rista also stated that she                     
agreed that a shared use path may not likely be the best option, but would like to explore all                   
options with both the OHV trails and the NRG sharing the same side of the River.  
 
Bill Paille explained that as an engineer, he is concerned with finding out if a proposed route                 
option can safely work, and how. That means that he needs to have as much information about                 
how the OHV area is used, and if or how that current use can be maintained with increased                  
pedestrian and bicycle use. The goal is to not negatively impact OHV use, but still safely share                 
uses. 
 
The group then proceeded to drive into the reservoir area on Old Route 8, stopping to discuss                 
critical areas. Two vehicles were used to access and traverse the OHV corridor and the site                
walk was strictly focused on the paved section of Old Route 8 from the Dam to Castle Bridge.                  
Steve P. (Corps) drove one vehicle with Mark N., Jim B. and Bill P.; Matt H. drove his own                   
vehicle with Rista M. and Aaron B. 
 
The group stopped at the location where the log boom crosses Old Route 8. Jim explained that                 
there is a lot of two way traffic on Old Route 8 in that location with riders coming from and going                     
to the the parking lot, and with riders accessing the track area just above the Dam to the east of                    
Old Route 8. Riders are not allowed to access the log boom area itself, although there are                 
designated locations to cross the log boom. He also explained that OHV riders prefer narrow,               
single track trails, say three-to-five feet wide at most. Bill and Mark described the width needed                
for a multi-use trail. Preferably, a multi-use trail should be 10 feet wide with two-foot shoulders                
or clear space on each side. Multi-use trails can be reduced to eight feet where necessary due                 
to constrictions or obstacles. There was discussion about moving some of the OHV trails to               
other areas, even possibly the east side of the river since the OHV riders prefer a narrow,                 
steeper, trail than the Greenway in order to allow the NRG use of a small portion of the west                   
side of the river.  
 
The group stopped at the “pine grove” area. Jim explained that this area is a popular family                 
area. The grove area is popular with beginners and there is a place for parents to sit and watch                   
children. Novice riders often ride up Old Route 8 to get to this area. Jim also pointed out                  
several areas where sections of OHV trails run parallel and fairly close to Old Route 8. In some                  
areas, the OHV trail was only about 20 feet from Old Route 8. 
 
The group stopped at several other locations. Jim pointed out several “bail out” locations that               
less experienced riders use to get back to Old Route 8 in order to circumvent intermediate or                 
difficult trails. He also emphasized the need for Old Route 8 to be used for emergency access,                 
and for damaged or broken down motorcycles to be brought back to the parking area. 
 
The group stopped just south of the location of the demolished Castle Bridge.  
 



Matt House explained that illegal riding can only be addressed by providing more legal riding               
opportunities. He expressed disappointment with not having additional places to ride in            
Connecticut. He discussed his apprehension of ceding any riding area, noting the historic             
precedent of losses to riding area not being regained.  
 
Aaron explained that there is no reason why there would be any loss of OHV riding area if a                   
multi-use trail were constructed. Mark explained that, as stated often at the public information              
meetings, there is no intent or goal by NVCOG to prohibit OHV use at Thomaston Dam or                 
reduce access to areas currently in use. He further stated, if a multi-use trail were to be                 
developed on the west side of the river, it would be developed to safely accommodate               
conflicting uses. In response to a question by Mark, Steve said that people are allowed to walk                 
and ride a bicycle in the area today. Today, there are not many conflicts because there are not                  
many people using the area during OHV season. Matt expressed concern that if a multi-use               
trail were built, it would increase non-OHV use substantially and create more conflicts. Mark              
stated that developing and branding a trail through the Thomaston Dam area would likely              
increase non-motorized use but not to unmanageable level. Because of its remoteness, usage             
would likely be in the range of 100-to-200 users per day.  
 
Aaron stated that if negative impacts were created by constructing a multi-use trail on the west                
side of the river, those impacts would need to be mitigated and mitigation plans would be                
negotiated with riders. Dirt bike riders should be thinking about what types of action or               
improvements would be desired that might improve their riding experience. Possible mitigation            
actions include improving trails, opening new areas or trails, implementing new amenities, etc.             
The project team wants to hear ideas about what would make sharing of space acceptable and                
safe. There is an opportunity here to improve the riding experience for all users.  
 
Rista suggested that some context about the options might help. Aaron explained that the west               
side is still being considered because of the difficulty of building a trail on the east side. In                  
Thomaston on Corps property there are existing roads that could be used, but there are some                
issues with steep grades that would likely require switchbacks, retaining walls, and bridges,             
resulting in impacts to environmental resources. North of the Thomaston/Harwinton border,           
there are no existing roads to utilize so the trail would have to be built through forested areas                  
and along steep and varying terrain - all while keeping to a 5% grade to meet Americans with                  
Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines. The property along the east side is privately owned, and              
negotiating easements or purchase of private property complicates development of a multi-use            
trail. It was reiterated and emphasized by the team that a decision regarding on which side of                 
the river the trail should be built has not been made; the purpose of the study is to identify and                    
enumerate the strengths, opportunities and difficulties of all possible route alignments. Just as             
user conflicts on the west side of the river is a critical factor, the expense and difficulty of                  
building on the east side is also a critical factor that must be considered.  
 
Bill explained that BSC is looking at specific trail sections and estimating cost and              
constructability of all sections. These factors will be presented for all trail options. Bill also               



made it clear that if a municipality intends to apply for state or federal funding, the municipality                 
will be required to ‘value engineer’ each trail to demonstrate to the agency funding the project                
the location of a particular trail is the best location with respect to impact to surrounding land,                 
historic, cultural, public shade trees, right-of-way and cost. Meaning, a particular project may             
never be built due to the fact a state or federal agency will not fund a project if it believes the                     
best location for a non-motorized trail is on the west side where there is already an established                 
corridor that will accommodate both motorized and non-motorized users. Bill also stated that as              
an Engineer he is obligated to consider all options regardless of which side of the river they are                  
proposed and determine their feasibility with regard to geometry, safety, impact to the             
environment and right-of-way.  
 
Jim Blais discussed the larger reduction of riding areas nationally as a reason to be wary of                 
promises. Similar things have been suggested elsewhere, and a reduction or elimination of             
riding areas is the norm. 
 
Mark said that this isn’t somewhere else. This project team is working with the Corps and riding                 
groups in good faith, with the goal of objectively vetting and providing comprehensive             
information about the pros and cons of each trail route option to decision makers. The team has                 
been transparent and plans to keep the riders engaged in the process as a stakeholder group.                
He explained that he is not sure where the rider community got the idea that this study was                  
looking at eliminating OHV use at the dam, but that was never even a consideration. Mark                
asked that this be conveyed to the rider community, and that rhetoric be toned down.               
Continuing to mischaracterize the intent of the study is not helping, and comments from the               
OHV community speaking out against rumors of NVCOG wanting to reduce or eliminate OHV              
use or demanding to construct the trail on the east side of the river due to inconvenience,                 
unfairly diminishes the intent of the study. Recommendations of the study will not be decided by                
a popular vote, but rather by careful consideration of facts, standard practice, current safety and               
ADA standards, public input and support from municipalities and their respective communities.            
The riders are one stakeholder, and their concerns will be considered just as concerns of other                
stakeholders will be considered. 
 
Mark also said that this is not a one-off thing. NVCOG should be considered a resource for                 
future OHV recreation inquiries and efforts. This could be an opportunity for all users (OHV               
users and non-motorized) to expand their network and improve their overall experience. 
 
Matt House explained that there will always be people not following rules and creating an               
unsafe situation. He said the OHV riders are pretty good at policing themselves and letting               
riders that are not following the rules know that they are not riding properly. 
  
Mark Nielsen discussed security on trails, and how safety would need to be addressed with               
frequent patrols to ensure compliance. It is an issue on virtually all trails, although increased               
“proper” use usually leads to decrease in ”improper” use. 
 



A concern was raised by Matt about noise and separation. Complaints by greenway users              
about OHV noise or perceived safety could eventually lead to the elimination of the OHV users. 
 
Mark discussed that if the area was shared, signage and messaging would be important to relay                
the nature of the greenway in that area. Being explicit that greenway users will likely encounter                
OHVs and what that might mean, and that OHVs have every right to use the property would                 
help limit those types of issues. 
 
Rista suggested getting more information from Jim about riding patterns, and specifically critical             
Old Route 8 crossings. Aaron said that he could set up a way for a web map to be annotated                    
remotely, and he said that he would set something up and send it to Jim. 
 
At this point of the site walk everyone entered their respective vehicles and drove back to the                 
Thomaston Dam project office parking lot and the meeting ended. 


